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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field. I f  (C, A, ~) is a k-coalgebra with comultiplication A and co- 
unit ~, and (A, m,/L) is an algebra with multiplication m and unit/z: k -+ A, 
then Homk(C, A) is an algebra under the convolution product f  • g = m(f  (~)g)A. 
The unit element of this algebra is/zE. A bialgebra B is simultaneously a coalgebra 
and an algebra such that A and E are algebra homomorphisms. Thus Homk(B, B) 
is an algebra under convolution. B is called a Hopf  algebra if the identify map 
Id of B is invertible in Homk(B, B), i.e., there is an S in Homk(B, B) such that 
S * Id =/zE = Id • S. Such an S is called the antipode of the Hopf  algebra B. 
Using the notation Ax = ~ x 1 @ x~ for x ~ B (see [8]), the antipode condition is 
that Y'. S(xa) x 2 = E(x)l = • XlS(X~) for all x E B. 
A bialgebra B is called a left Hopf algebra if it has a left antipode S, i.e., 
S ~ Homk(B, B) and S • Id =/ ,E.  We can similarly define a right Hopf  algebra 
by the condition that B have a right antipode, i:e., Id is right invertible in 
Homk(B, B). In Section 3 we give an example of a left Hopf algebra which is 
not a Hopf  algebra (Example 21). In Section 2 we give several conditions, each 
of which is sufficient for a left Hopf  algebra to be a Hopf  algebra (Theorem 3). 
We recall briefly some ideas concerning bialgebras. A group-like element a in a 
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coalgebra is an element a # 0 with Aa = a @ a. In a bialgebra, the group-like 
elements form a monoid G(B). In a Hopf algebra, G(B) is a group. A coalgebra 
homomorphism f :  C -~ D satisfies ( f  @f )  A c = ADf and eDf = E c . A co- 
algebra antihomomorphism g: C -+ D satisfies (g @ g) A c = (tw) ADg and 
cog = ~c, where tw is the twist map on D @ D. A bialgebra homomorphism 
is both an algebra and a coalgebra homomorphism. If H 1 and H 2 are left Hopf 
algebras with left antipodes S1 and 8 3 , respectively, then a homomorphism of
(H1, $1) to (H~, 83) is a bialgebra homomorphismf of H 1 to H 2 such that fS  1 = 
S J .  I f  C is a coalgebra, then C* is the dual convolution algebra Homk(C, k). 
C is a left C*-module via f "  c = ~f(q)  q ,  where Ac = ~ q @ c 2 for c e C. 
Finally, we remark on notation. In general, we assume familiarity with the 
notation of [8], which can also serve as a general reference for the bialgebra ideas 
used here. Id will always denote the identity mapping of the appropriate object. 
M~(k) will denote the k-algebra of n-by-n matrices over k. Since M,~(k) is finite 
dimensional over k, its dual space Mn(k)* is a k-coalgebra. The basis (Xis I l ~ i, 
j ~ n} of M,~(k)*, which is dual to the basis of M,~(k) consisting of the usual 
matrix units, satisfies AXis = Y'.~=I Xik @ Xkt and e(Xit ) = ~is . 
All maps and tensor products are over k unless stated otherwise. We assume, 
unless otherwise stated, that k is a field. However, in Section 2 we give some 
modifications of the main Theorem 3, where k is a commutative ring with 1 
(Proposition 6 through Corollary 10). 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We start with a short proof of the fundamental theorem of coalgebras whicl~ 
is relevant o the proof of part (2) of the main Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 1. Let C be a coalgebra. Let p: M ~ C @ M define a left C-comoduh 
structure on M. Let m ~ M. Then p(m) ~ F @ M for some finite-dimensional righl 
coidealF on C. 
Proof. Let {m¢} be a basis for M, with p(m)=Zc i@m,  and p(mi) = 
~2t dit @ ms. Let F be the k-span of {ci}. Then (A @ i)  p(m) = (I  @ p) p(m 
implies Ac t = ~ i  ci @ dis ~F  @ C, so F is a finite-dimensional right eoideal. 
THEOREM 2. (The Fundamental Theorem of Coalgebras). Let C be , 
coalgebra, c E C. Then c lies in a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra E of C. 
Proof. Let F be a finite-dimensional right coideal of C with dc ~F  @ C 
Let f l  .... ,f,, be a basis for F, Aft = ~ i f i  @ cis • Then coassociativity on the.] 
n 
shows that Acit = ~k~l ci~ @ %s , and the counit condition shows that e(cit) = 
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3ij. Thus E ~ ~i~,j=l kcij is a subcoalgebra, and the counit condition gives 
c • F C E. Note that E is a homomorphic mage of M~(k)*. 
An n-by-n matrix {cij } with entries from a coalgebra C is called invariant if 
Acij = ~kn=l Cik @ Ckj and ~(%) = ~iJ . Then the above argument shows that 
every element of a coalgebra lies in the coefficient space of an invariant matrix, 
i.e., the span of the entries of an invariant matrix. Invariant matrices appear in 
Schur's dissertation, Berlin, 1901 (cf. [6]), where C is the coalgebra of polynomial 
functions on M~(k), k the complex numbers. 
THEOREM 3. Let B be a left Hopf algebra over a field k. Then B is a Hopf 
algebra over k if any one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) B is finite dimensional over k; 
(2) B is a commutative algebra; 
(3) B is a pointed coalgebra; 
(4) The coradical B o of B is a cocommutative coalgebra. 
Proof. Let S denote a left antipode for B. 
(1) The convolution algebra Hom(B, B) is finite dimensional over k and 
thus has a faithful matrix representation. Thus S • Id =/zE implies Id • S =/z~. 
(2) Let b E B. By Theorem 2, b is in the coefficient space of an invariant 
matrix C = (cij). Let S(C)= (S(%)). Then (S .  Id ) (%)= tzE(ci~) says that 
S(C)C = I,~. Since B is commutative, this implies CS(C) = I,~, which means 
that (Id * S)(cij) = tze(ci~). Thus (Id * S(b) =/xe(b), since b is in the coefficient 
space of C. 
(3) Let G(B) denote the monoid of group-like elements of B. We claim that 
it is sufficient o show that G(B) is a group. For, since the restriction of Id to the 
coradical B 0 of B is then invertible in Hom(B0, B), it follows by Lemma 14 
of [10] that Id is invertible in Hom(B, B). Another way to see this claim, which 
is in the spirit of the above proof of (2), is to note that when B is pointed as 
coalgebra, then any invariant matrix over B is equivalent to a triangular matrix 
C = (%). The elements ci i• G(B), so if they are invertible, it follows easily 
by induction that C is invertible, As in (2), this implies that B is a Hopf algebra. 
To show G(B) is a group, let g • G. Then S(g)g = 1 (but we don't known yet 
that S(g) • G(B)). Set I = {b • B ] bg = e(b)l}. [ is the kernel of P: B --~ B 
given by P(b) = bg -- E(b)l. Let b • I. (P @ P) Ab = ~P(b l )  @ P(be) = 
2 (big -- e(bl)l) @ (beg -- e(be)l) = ~2 (big @ beg -- e(bl)l @ beg -- blg @ 
e(be)l -k e(b l )e (be) l  ~)  1) = A(bg) - -  1 @ b e - -  bg @ 1 q- e(b)(1 @ 1) = 
e(b)(1 @ 1) --  e(b)(1 @ 1) --  e(b)(1 @ 1) + e(b)(1 @ 1) = 0. SoAICB @I+ 
I @ B. Now S(g) • I and since S(g)g = 1, we have e(S(g)) = l, so e(I) va 0. 
By Lemma 4 of [5], G(B) n I =/= ¢. Thus every element of G(B) has a left 
inverse in G(B), so G(B) is a group. Another proof of this is given in Proposition 4. 
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(4) Let ~ denote the algebraic closure of k. Letting (B,,} be the coradical 
filtration of B, it follows from Proposition 11.1.1 of [8] that (k @ B)0 _C/~ @ B0, 
since {/~ @ B~} is a filtration of/~ @ B. Thus/~ =/~ @ B is a pointed bialgebra 
over/~ by Lemma 8.0.1 of [8]. ~q = Id @ S is a left antipode for/~, so is an 
antipode by (3). It follows that S is an antipode for B. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
We give an alternate proof of the key point of part (3) of Theorem 3. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let B be a left Hopf algebra which is pointed as a coalgebra. 
Then G(B) is a group. 
Proof. By the splitting theorem of [7], there is a coalgebra projection ~r of/~ 
onto B 0 . Let g c G(B). We prove that 7r(Bg) C_C_ Bog by induction on the coradica] 
filtration of B. Since Bog C B o , ~ is the identity on Bog. Since AB~ C B o @ B + 
B@B,_ I  for n>/  1, we have A(B,g) CBog@Bg+Bg@B,~_ lg .  Thu~, 
A~(B,~g) = (rr @ ~) A(B,,g) C Bog @ B o -}- B o @ Bog by induction. Let B 0 = 
Bog @ X, where Bog has a basis {hig} for some hi ~ G(B), and X has a bask, 
{xa} for some x i ~ G(B). I f  y ~ ~(B~g), then y E B 0 by the above. Writing y = 
~i aihig + ~j  fijxj and using Ay ~ Bog @ Bog + Bog @ X + X @ Bog, w~ 
get fit = 0, i.e., y E Bog. 
Since S(g)g ~ 1 ~Bo, we have 1 = 7r(1) = ~r(S(g)g)~ Bog by the above 
Using the above notation, 1 = ~_,i 7ihig for ~'i ~ k. But the elements of G(B) arc 
linearly independent, so 1 = hig for some i, i.e., g has a left inverse in G(B) 
Hence G(B) is a group. 
We now give another proof of part (2) of Theorem 3, the idea of which we wil 
apply to certain situations in which k is a commutative ring. Assume B is ; 
commutative l ft Hopf algebra with left antipode S. Consider B @ B as left B 
module via b(b' @ b") = bb' @ b". There are k-linear maps T and R of B @ t 
to B@B with T(a @ b) ~ ab l @ b~ and R(a @ b) ~ ~., aS(bl) @ b~ 
T and R are left B-module maps. TR ~ Id, since TR(a @ b) = T(~ aS(ba) @ b 2 
= ~., aS(bl) b 2 @ b a -- E a ~ (bl) (~) b 2 = a @ b. Thus T is surjective. Let C b, 
a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra of B. Then B @ C is a finitely generated lef 
B-module which is stable under both T and R. B@C~ TR(B@C)(  
T(B @ C), so T(B @ C) = B @ C. By [11], the restriction of T to B @ C is in 
j ective. Since any finite number of elements of B belong to such a C by Theorem2 
T is injective and hence invertible with R = T -1. Let b ~ B. Then 1 @ b 
RT(1 @ b) = R(E b~ @ b2) = ~, b~S(b2) @ b~ . Apply Id @ ~e followed b, 
multiplication to get e(b)l = 2 b~S(b2) e(bz) = ~ baS(b2) , i.e., S is an antipod, 
for B. 
We use the above idea in proving the following two propositions, 5 and 6 
which generalize part (1) of Theorem 3. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let k be a commutative ring with 1, and let B be a left Hop, 
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algebra over k which is finitely generated as unital left k-module. Then B is a Hopf 
algebra over k. 
Proof. Take C = B in the above argument. Since B @ B is a finitely 
generated left k-module, the argument goes through. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let k be a commutative ring with 1, and let B be a left Hopf 
algebra over k which is left or right Noetherian as a k-algebra. Then B is a Hopf 
algebra over k. 
Proof. First assume that B is left Noetherian. Let b ~ B with Ab = 2~ xi @ Yi. 
Set V = ~]~,m=0 RnTm( B @ b), with R and T as above. V is clearly R-stable, 
and since TR ~- Id, V is also T-stable. We have that R~T~(a @ b) ~-- 2~ ablb 2 "" 
binS(bin+l) S(bm+~) "" S(bm+,~) @ b,~+,~+a . Since A n+m(b ) ~-- E ,  A,~+,~_~(x,) @ y, , 
we have that VC~i  B @Yi. (Note that for n = m = O, a @ b = a @~i  ~(xi)Yi = 
~ E(x,)a @ Yi .) Since B is left Noetherian, V is a Noetherian left B-module 
[3, Theorem 3, p. 171]. As before, T(V)C  V, R (V)C  V, TR = Id imply 
T(V)  = V, so the restriction of T to V is injective [3, Theorem 10, p. 154]. 
This implies that T is injective. For if ~i  bi (~) b'i E B @ B, each B @ b~ is 
contained in a finitely generated left B-submodule If/ of B @ B for which 
T(V i )  = V i . So ~ b i @ b~ ~ V = ~i  Vi , V a finitely generated left B-module 
with T(V)  = V. Since V is Noetherian, T is injective on V as above. Thus 
R = T -1 and we continue as before. If B is right Noetherian, we consider 
B @ B as a right B-module and define R(a @ b) ---- ~ a 1 @ a~b, T(a @ b) = 
"~. a 1 (~ S(a2)b. Then TR = Id. We set V = x'°~ R~Tm(b @ B) for b ~ B 
and proceed as above. 
We do not know if a commutative l ft Hopf algebra B over a commutative 
ring k with 1 is in fact a Hopf algebra, except in the cases k is a field (part (2) 
of Theorem 3) or B is Noetherian (this is the case B commutative ofProposition 
6). We now give another proof of part (2) of Theorem 3 and of the commutative 
version of Proposition 6 which unifies the two results. 
LEMMA 7. Let C be a coalgebra over a commutative Noetherian ring k with 1. 
Then C is the union of its k-finitely generated left C*-submodules. 
Proof. Let c~C,  Ac=~xi@Yi .  Then C* 'cC~kx i .  Since k is 
Noetherian, C*  • c is k-finitely generated and c ~- ~ • c is in C* • c. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let C be a coalgebra over a commutative ring k with 1. Assume 
that C is the union of its k-finitely generated left C*-submodules. Then every left 
invertible lement of C* is invertible. 
Proof. For x ~ C*, let xz denote left translation x~(c) = x 'c  for c in C. 
The formula E(x • c) = x(c) shows that x i = 0 implies x = 0. Suppose uv = E 
in C*. Then uzv z ~ Id, so u s is surjective. Since C is the union of its k-finitely 
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generated left C*-submodules, it follows by [11] that u~ is invertible, witt 
inverse v s . Therefore, (vu)~ ~ v~u z ~ [d z Et, which implies vu = ~. 
COROLLARY 9. Let C be a coalgebra over a commutative ring k with 1. Let 
be a commutative k-algebra. Assume that either k is a field or that A is ~Voetherian 
Then every left invertible lement in Homk(C , A) is invertible. 
Proof. Note that Homk(C , A) = HomA(C @k A, A). We applyProposition 
to the A-coalgebra C @k A. If  A is Noetherian, then Lemma 7 and Proposition 
apply. I f  k is a field, we have that C @k A is the union of {/9 (~ A ] D a finite- 
dimensional subcoalgebra of C}. Such a D @ A is an A-finitely generated lef 
HomA(C @ A, A)-submodule of C @ A. Hence Proposition 8 applies. 
COROLLARY 10. Let B be a commutative l ft Hopf algebra over a eommutatiw 
ring k with 1. Aassume that either k is a field or that B is Noetherian. Then B is 
Hopf algebra. 
Proof. Id ~ Homk(B, B) is left invertible, so that Corollary 9 applies. 
Finally, we note that i fB is a commutative l ft Hopf  algebra over a commutatiw 
ring k with 1, and if a left antipode S of B is an algebra antiendomorphism (i.e. 
endomorphism), then B is a Hopf  algebra. For then S .  [d ~ #E implie~ 
S a . S =/~e (where S 2 is the composition S o S), so that S and hence Id an 
• -invertible. The same conclusion holds if B is a cocommutative l ft Hop: 
algebra with a left antipode S which is a coalgebra ntiendomorphism. We thanl 
B. Pareigis for informing us that this observation is made in [2], and for allowin~ 
one of us to see a copy of [2]. In [2], the author considers left Hopf  algebra~ 
possessing a left antipode which is a bialgebra ntiendomorphism. Example 2] 
constructed in Section 3 is a left, but not right, Hopf  algebra with a left antipod, 
which is a bialgebra antiendomorphism. It remains an open question whethe: 
there exists a left Hopf  algebra possessing no left antipode which is a bialgebn 
antiendomorphism. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAIN EXAMPLE 
We are going to construct a certain kind of free left Hopf  algebra Ht(C 
starting with a coalgebra C. For C = M,z(k)* for n /> 2, Ht(C) will be a left Hop 
algebra which is not a Hopf  algebra. The construction is related to the free Hop 
algebra H(C) discussed in [10]. 
We fix a coalgebra C over k. For i ~ O, let V2i ~ C and V~i+l -~ C e°°p 
the opposite coalgebra of C. We form the coalgebra direct sum V ~ ~i~o 0 Vi 
Let T(V)  be the tensor algebra on the vector space V. Then A: V -+ V (~) V~ 
T(V)  @ T(V)  extends to an algebra map A: T(V)  --~ T(V)  @ T(V)  and e 
V ~ k extends to an algebra map ~: T(V)  --+ k, giving T(V)  the structure of 
bialgebra. The shift map S: V -~ V given by S(vo, v 1 .... ) = (0, v o . v 1 ,...) i~ 
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a coalgebra antiendomorphism of V, and extends to a bialgebra ntiendomorphism 
S of T(V). Let [ be the ideal of T(V) generated by {Z S(x~) x 2 -- E(x)l [ x ~ If} 
and let jr be the ideal of T(V) generated by the elements {~ XlS(X2) -- ~(x)l I 
x e V}. If L = I + jr, then H(C) = T(V)/L is the free Hopf algebra on C 
discussed in [10]. 
LEMMA 11. S(I) C f and S(J) C L 
Proof. 
S (E S(x~) x2 -- ~(x)l) = E S(x2) S(S(x1) )  - -  E (S (x ) ) l  
= E S(xhS(S(xh)  - 4s(x))1 
is in f since S(x) ~ V. Similarly, S(J) C I. 
It follows from Lemma 11 that $2(I) C L Let K = [ + T(V) S(I) T(V), the 
S-stable ideal generated by L 
LEMMA 12. K is generated as an ideal of T(V) by 
{~ S(xl)x 2 - -e (x ) l l x~Vi , i  ~ 0} and {~ x lS(x2) -  e(x)l [xe  r i , i  >/1 }. 
Proof. I fy  ~ Vi for i ~ 1, theny = S(x) for x E Vi-1 • The proof of Lemma 
11 shows ZylS(y~) -- a(y)l = S(• S(xx) x 2 -- E(x)l) ~ S(I). Conversely, if 
x ~ Vi, then S(x) ~ Vi+l and the proof of Lemma 11 shows S(~ S(xx) x 2 -- 
E(x)l) is a generator of the second type. 
LEMMA 13. K is a bi-ideal of T(lf). 
Proof. Letx~ If. WorkingmoduloI@ T(V) + T(V) @ I, 
A (E  S(Xl)X2 - -  E(x)l) = E (S(x2) @ S(xa))(xa @ x4) -- E(x)(1 (}~) 1) 
= ~ S(x2) x a @ S(Xl) x, -- E(x)(1 @ 1) 
= ~ E(x~)l @ S(Xl) x 3 - -  ~(x)(1 @ 1) 
= 1 @ Z S(xl) x 2 -- e(x)(1 @ 1) 
=~(x)(1 @1- -1@1)  =0.  
This shows that AI C I @ T(V) + T(V) @ I. Hence A(S([)) C S(I) @ T(V) + 
T(V) @ S(I) since S is a coalgebra ntiendomorphism of T(V). It is clear that 
E(K) = 0, completing the proof of Lemma 13. 
Set Ht(C) = T(V)/K. Since K is S-stable, S induces abialgebra ntiendomor- 
phism S of Ht(C). Since V generates T(V) as an algebra nd since I C K, it is 
easy to see that S is a left antipode of Hz(C). 
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Since K C I + J = L, there is a surjection ~: H,(C) --+ H(C) ~ O. Since 
L is S-stable, S also induces the antipode of H(C). Then a is a map of left 
Hopf algebras (Hi(C), S) to (H(C), S). Let i: C ~ H,(C) denote the composite 
map C ~ V o --~ V ~ T (V)~ H,(C). i is a coalgebra map, and since ai is 
injective by [10], i is injective. 
The universal mapping property of H~(C) is indicated by the diagram 
C I - -+H 
/ 
H,(C) 
and is stated technically in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let H be a left Hopf algebra with left antipode SH. Assume 
SH is a bialgebra ntiendomorphism of H. Let f be a coalgebra homomorphism of C 
into H. Then there exists a unique left Hopf algebra homomorphism F of ( H~( C), S) 
to (H, SH) such that Fi = f. 
Proof. Define f~: V,~-+ H by f~ = Snnf (fo = f ) .  Each f~ is a coalgebra 
map (this uses that SH is a coalgebra ntiendomorphism). Define F: V--~ H by 
F = ~n~o @ f~.  F is a coalgebra map, and extends to a bialgebra map F: 
T(V) --~ H. We show thatFS = SHF on V. Let x e V~ . ThenFSx  ~ fn+lSx = 
Snn+lfx = SHSHnfx = SHfnx = SHFx. Since FS  and SHF are both algebra 
antihomomorphisms on T(V), we haveFS = SHE. Hence to show thatF(K) = 0, 
it is enough to show that F(I) = O. Let x e U. Then F(~ S(xl) x 2 -- ¢(x)l) 
X (FSx~)(Fx2) -- ~(F(x))l = Z (SHFx~)(Fx~) -- ¢(F(x))l = E (SH(Fx)~)(Fx)~-- 
e(F(x))l ~--- 0. Hence there is a bialgebra map F: H~(C) -+ H. Clearly, Fi = j  
and we have shown that FS  ~- SHF. 
To show uniqueness, suppose F and 
(H, SH) such that Fi = f = Gi.  FS  -- 
Similarly GS n = SanG. Since F = G 
Hence F = G, since V generates He(C) 
G are algebra maps of (Ht(C), S) te 
SHF implies FS  n = SI~nF for n >/O. 
on C, it follows that F = G on V. 
as an algebra. 
PROPOSITION 15. Ht(C  ) is a Hopf algebra if and only if ~: Ht (C  ) --~ 
H(C)  ~ 0 is an isomorphism, i. e., K = L. 
Proof. Clearly if K = L, then H~(C) ~- H(C) and cr = Id. I f  Hz(C) is HopJ 
algebra, consider the diagram 
C ~ Hz(C) 
S z 
H(C) 
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where j = ai. By the universal  mapp ing  property  of H(C)  ([10]), there exists a 
Hopf  algebra map r :  H(C)  --+ H~(C) such that  ~-j = i. Since ~'(ri ~ i, Proposi t ion 
14 impl ies that  za ~- Id.  Since (rzj = j ,  it follows f rom the universal  mapp ing  
property  of H(C)  that  (rz = Id. 
We now give some examples i l lustrat ing Proposi t ion 15 and Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE 16. C = k. Then  C c°°p = k. Let  Vi have a basis ai ,  Aa i --  
ai @ ai , e(ai) = 1, S(ai) = ai+l , so that  as algebra T(V)  = k[ao, al , a 2 ,...] 
is free on the non-commut ing  var iables ai , i ~ O. I has generators ala o - -  1, 
a2a ~ - -  1 ..... so T(V) / I  = k[a, a-a], with S(a) = a -~. Here I = J = K = L, 
and Ht(k )~ k[a, a -1] = H(k)  is commutat ive,  cocommutat ive  and pointed.  
In  Example  16, and also in Examples 17-19, one can formal ly show that  the 
algebra indicated is indeed Hz(C) by veri fy ing that  it satisfies the universal  
property  of Proposi t ion 14. For  this  purpose,  the fol lowing remark is useful. 
I f  H is a left Hopf  algebra wi th  left ant ipode Sn which  is a b ia lgebra ant iendo-  
morph ism,  then  for everyg  in G(H), we have Sn(g)g ~ 1 and SH(g) is in G(H). 
Thus  G(H)  is a group. 
EXAMPLE 17. C = k 0 kx, A1 ---- 1 @ 1, Ax = 1 @ x + x @ 1. C = Ce°°P. 
Let  Vi = kai @ kxi with A(ai) -~ ai @ ai , Axi  = al @ xi + xi @ ai , E(ai) -~ 1, 
e(xi) = O, S(ai) = a~+~, S(x~) = x~+ 1 . Modulo  I, a 0 = a 2 = a 4 - -  - -  a and 
a 1 = a a = a 5 - -  - -  a -1 as in Example  16. Also a-lxo -]- xla = O, so x I ~- 
--a-lXo a-1. Since Z~X 1 = a -1 Q x 1 + x 1 Q a -I ,  ax 1 + x2 a-1 ~-- O, we have 
x 2 ~- - -ax la  ~- x o . I terat ing,  x o = x~ = x a = "-. ----- x and x 1 = xa ~ x 5 ---- 
• " -~ S(x). Hence  H~(C) = k[a, a -1, x] With Ax = a (~) x + x Q a and S(x) = 
- -a - lxa  -1. But this is a Hopf  algebra, as aS(x) + xS(a) = a( - -a - lxa  -~) -}- 
xa -1 ~- O. Here Hz(C ) is cocommutat ive  and pointed.  
EXAMPLE 18. C ~- ka @ kb @ kx, a and b are group- l ike and Ax -~ a @ x + 
x @ b, E(x) = 0. Let  Vi = kai @ kbi @ kx i ,  ai and bi group-l ike, Ax2i ~- a2i @ 
X2i + X2i @ bzi and AX2i+I = b2i+1 (~ x2i+1 -~ X2i+X (~ a2i+l , E(Xi) = 0 
and S(Y i )  = Yi+l for y = a, b, x. Modu lo  I, a2i ~ a, a2i+1 z a -1, b2i .~_ b and 
b2i+l ~- b -1 as before. Also a-lxo + xlb = 0, so x 1 ~ --a-aXo b-1. Now Ax 1 z 
b -1 (~ x 1 + x 1 @ a -1, so bx 1 + xua -1 ~- O, so x 2 ~ - -bxla ~-- (ba -1) xo(b-la) 
k[a, a -1, b, b -1, x], where x ~- x o . I terat ing,  we get x i ~ k[a, a -1, b, b -I ,  x]. 
So Hz(C) = k[a, a -I, b, b -1, x] with Ax ~ a @ x + x @ b and S(x) = - -a- lxb -1. 
Again, this  is a Hopf  algebra since aS(x) + xS(b) = a(--a-axb -1) + xb -1 = O. 
Here H,(C)  is po inted but  ne i ther  commutat ive  nor  cocommutat ive.  Note  that  S 
has infinite order (under  composi t ion of maps)  since S2(x) ---- (ba -1) x(b-la) and 
i terat ion yields S ~'~ v~ Id. 
EXAMPLE 19. Let  C be the div ided power coalgebra C --~ ~n~0 @ kc~, with 
n 
Ac~ = ~i=o ci @ c~-i and E(c~) ~ 3o. ~ . By a calculat ion similar to, but  more  
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laborious than, the ones above, H~(C)= H(C)= k[a, a -~, x~, x~ ,...], wher~ 
a = x o , xt ,  x~ .... is a sequence of divided powers and 
S(x~) = ~ (--1)ra-~xita-~xqa -1 ... a-~x#a -~ for n ~> 1. 
i l , t  2 . . . . .  i t ) l ,  
i i+ i2+'"+i r=n 
We omit the details. Here H~(C) is cocommutative and S ~ = Id. 
Our main example will be C = M~(k)* for n ~ 2. In this case, we can use th~ 
coalgebra involution Xi~-+ X~i of C to simplify the presentation of H~(C) 
Hence we first digress to discuss coalgebras with involution. 
Let C be a coalgebra with involution p, i.e., p is a coalgebra ntiautomorphisrr 
of C with p~ ~ Id. Set Wi ~ C for i ~ 0 and W = ~i=o @ Wi • W has 
coalgebra endomorphism Sw given by Sw(wo , Wl , w2 .... ) = (0, w o , Wl , w~ .... ) 
p extends to a coalgebra involution of W by p(Wo, Wl, w2 ,...) = (p(Wo), p(w~) 
p(w~),...). Set U = pS~v = Swp, a coalgebra ntiendomorphism of W. As before 
A and ~ on W extend to maps A and e on T(W)  so that T(W)  is a bialgebra, ant 
U extends to a bialgebra ntiendomorphism of T(W). Let / '  be the ideal of T(W I 
generated by~ U(x~) x2 -- e(x)l 1 x ~ W}, J '  the ideal generated by{~ xtU(x2)- 
e(x)l I x ~ W}, K '  = [' + T(W)  U(I') T (W)  and L' = I' + f ' .  As before, K 
is a U-stable bi-ideal of T(W),  so that T(W) /K '  is a left Hopf algebra with lefl 
antipode U, which is a bialgebra ntiendomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 20. Ht(C) = T (V) /K  as left Hopf algebra with left antipode 
is isomorphic to T (W) /K '  as left Hopf algebra with left antipode U. 
Proof. Define 7i: Vi ~ Wi as follows: Vg(x) = x if i is even, V~(x) = p(x' 
oo 
if i is odd. ~i is a coalgebra isomorphism for each i, and ~ = ~i=0 @ Vi is 
coalgebra isomorphism of V to W. We note that U~ = 7S, i.e., pSw7 ~ vS  
To see this, note that both sides map Vi to Wi+~ • Let x ~ Vi • I f  i is even, botk 
sides map x to p(x) in Wi+l • I f  i is odd, both sides map x to x in Wi+l, the 
calculation of pSw~(x) using that p2 = Id. Now extend ~, to an algebra map 
of T(V) to T(W). ~, is a bialgebra isomorphism of T(V) to T(W). Then UV = 
vS, as they are both algebra ntihomomorphisms agreeing on If. Now it is eas) 
to see that y(I) = I ' ,  ~(J) = J ' ,  ~,(K) = K '  and ~(L) = L'.  For example, it 
x ~ V, then ~,(E(SXl) x 2 - -  ,(x) l)  = E (~tSXl)(rx2) - - "(r(x)) 1 = X (U~'x~)(~'xz) -- 
E(~,(x))l = ~2 (U(~,X)l)(~,x)z -- E(~,(x))l, which shows that ~'(D CF .  Since ~,(V) = 
W, we have r ( [ )  =/ ' .  Then ~,S ~--- U~, shows that r (K )  = K' .  Hence r induces 
left Hopf algebra isomorphism of (H~(C), S) to (T(W)/K ' ,  U). 
EXAMPLE 21. Let C = Mn(k)* , n ~ 2. Recall that C has a basis Xi~ with 
AXis = ~'~kn=l Xik @ Xki and e(Xi~)= ~iJ. C has a coalgebra involution f 
given by p(Xij) = Xji  • For r ~ O, let W~ = C have basis ~'~(~)t~j 11 ~i , j~n~ 
n Y(~) and 'v(~h ~ 3ij Following the above nota- with AX,~.~ ) = ~k=i X~) @ ~k~ EtAi  , • 
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tion, we set W = ~0 (D W~ .Then U is the bialgebra antiendomorphism of 
T(W) such that U(X~j(r)) = "~AT (~+1). Lemma 12 and the proof of Proposition 20 
~X(r) shows that Hl(C ) can be presented as the free algebra on the variables ~ i J  [ 
r ~> 0, 1 ~ i, j ~ n} with relations 
and 
~X(~+l )X( r ) - -S i j l  for r />0, 1 ~ i ,  j~n ,  (*) ki kS 
k=l 
~X (r)X (r+l) -- ~i~l for r ~ 1, 1 ~ i, j ~ n. (**) ik  jk  
k=l 
By Proposition 15, H~(C) is a Hopf  algebra if and only if 
~ X(°~X (1) -- 3ijl 1 ~ i, j ~ n, (***) ik jk  
/c=1 
are in the ideal K' generated by (*) and (**). We now show that this is not the 
case,  
We proceed as in [5]. We write our relations as reduction formulas--i.e., as 
rules for expressing monomials as linear combinations of monomials of "lower 
order." Write Y(~) .~j  < X~ ) if (r, i , j) precedes (s, k, l) in the lexicographic 
ordering. A monomial M 1 is of lower order than a monomial M 2 if 2VT 1 is shorter 
than Ms ,  or if M 1 has the same length as M s but precedes it lexicographically. 
Thus, our reduction formulas are 
and 
n--1 
X(r+l)X(r) --> 6ijl - -  ~ X(r+l)X (r) for r ~ 0, 1 ~ i, j ~ n, ni n j  ki lcj 
k=l  
n--1 
X(~)X (r+l)-~ 3ijl - ~ X(~X (~+1) for r~>l ,  1 ~ i ,  j~<n.  in jn llc jk  
k=l  
We note that we have the same two-letter eduction formulas as in [5], except 
that the formulas 
n--1 
X (0)X(1) -->" ~ij l  - -  ~ X(° )X  (1) fo r  1 ~-~ i, j ~-~ n in jn ik jk  
k=l 
have been omitted. 
The reduction formulas are used to define k-linear reduction operators on the 
free algebra. For example, if X~r+l);Y ~r) -~ni -~nj Occurs in some monomial M, say with 
(r+l) (r) M = M1X~i X~ M s , then we have a reduction operator which sends M to 
n--1 r+l) (v) 
~i jMIM2-  Zk=i M l~ i  X~ Ms,  and which fixes every other monomial. 
Using the fact that the ordering of the monomials atisfies the descending chain 
condition, one can show that every expression in the free algebra can be reduced 
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only a finite number of times; in particular, every expression can be reduced to 
an irreducible xpression. The problem is to show that, no matter how we reduce 
an expression, we will end up with the same irreducible xpression. 
Note that if a monomial M comes from the overlap of two monomials defining 
reduction formulas (for instance, Y'(r) Z~'fr+l)]~(r+2) ~i~' jn  "~ comes from the overlap of 
2-(r)2 "~+1) and Tc'(r+l)~(r+2)~ then two different reduction operators act non- ~in  ~x jn  ~ jn  ~kn 1, 
trivially on M. By [1], if the resulting two expressions can always be reduced 
to a common value (thus "resolving the ambiguity"), then every expression in 
the free algebra is unambiguously reducible. In this case, the ideal of the free 
algebra generated by the relations corresponding to the reduction formulas 
consists precisely of those expressions which can be reduced to zero. 
~(-( r.)~(r--l) ~(-(r) The overlaps "~inY(r) x(r+l)Y(r)'-nn - -nu  for r ~ 1 and - -n , - -~  - -~  for r ~ 2 cause no 
problems, as in [5]. The overlaps X~)X]~+I)X(k~+2' for r ~ 1 each reduce to 
two distinct irreducible xpressions. To make the expressions agree, we must 
introduce the formulas 
x ( r )  ~z(r+l) y(r+2) 
n--1 n--2 
--> ~JkA in  - -  u i iX~kn -~ Z "Xia xxJ  a "Xkn - -  E XXinXXja XXka 
a=l a=l 
for r ) l ,  1 ~i , j , k~n.  
(Of course, these formulas correspond to elements of the ideal K '  above.) 
The overlaps X(n~'X(~-I)X(~rk-2) for r ~ 2 force us to introduce 
x(r)x(r-1) X(r-2) ni n-- l , J  n - - l ,k  
n--1 n--2 
a=l a=l 
for r~2,  1 ~i , j , k~n.  
We have the same three-letter formulas as in [5], except hat the formulas 
n--, n--2 
X(°)X(1) X(2) --~ ~"X!° ) -  ~ X(2) -~ Z X(° )X(1)X(2) -  Z X(°)~kT(1)X(2) 
in j ,n -1  k ,n -1  j~ ~n i j  kn ia ja kn in ja ka 
a--1 a=l 
for 1 ~ i , j ,k ~ n 
have been omitted. 
We now assert that every ambiguity is resolvable. Each of our ambiguous 
overlaps was considered in [5]; we could run into trouble only if one of the 
missing formulas was used in [5] to do the reduction to a common value. Note 
that the reduction process does not introduce new superscripts; thus, we need ex- 
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amine only overlaps involving the superscript (0). These --^ V'(8)V(2)V(1) v(O) iXlC A~hAni  An__ l , jAn__ l ,  k 
for 1 • h, i, j ,  k ~< n and X~l)X(n2JnX{nlJl,jX(n°)l.k for 1 < i, j ,  k • n. Since the 
superscript (0) occurs last in these terms, but is first in the missing formulas, 
the reduction procedes uneventfully. 
I t  now follows, as indicated above, that the ideal K'  is defined by the reduction 
formulas at hand: K'  consists precisely of those expressions in the free algebra 
n 
which can be reduced to zero. Since each expression ~-~k=l T~-(O) x)fl'(1) 8i~l, 
1 ~< i, j ~ n, is irreducible, none of these expressions lies in K ' ,  as we wished 
to show. 
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